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ACE OF SHADES

ARTiculatedshade’s graceful, efficient, easy-opening patio 
parasols are perfect for aficionados of al fresco living

Many people have an idea for an invention, and dream 

about bringing it to production. But Jennifer Arndt of 

Boulder, Colorado, after seeing a fundamental flaw in the design 

of patio umbrellas, decided to do more than just dream. With the 

help of her daughter, Megan, and her son, Kyle, she has effected a 

charming revolution in the world of outdoor shades that keeps 

the shades conveniently out of the way at all times.

  Drawing on the mechanics of a compact umbrella, Jennifer 

has combined her expertise as a structural engineer with her 

experience of feeding a family al fresco to triumphant effect.  

The result is a shade that, even with its overarching 13-ft span, can 

be quickly and easily opened with one hand, while holding a  

tray in the other. The elegance and grace with which an 

ARTiculatedshade operates suggests a large seabird unfolding its 

wings, and is beautifully captured in a video that graces the 

company’s website.

  While taking time to care for her children, Jennifer decided 

to set to work and solve what she describes as her “pet peeve.” 

“We have blazing sun in Colorado, making shade a necessity,”  

she says. “I would often head outside with a heavy tray and  

realize I had forgotten to open the umbrella. So I would have  

to find a place out of the way of the umbrella to temporarily rest 

the tray, while I wrestled the awkward contraption open. It was  

a continual frustration, when the logical place to set the tray was 

on the table.”

  After nursing an idea for several years, Jennifer set about 

designing a better umbrella, making some basic wooden 

prototypes in her basement. “My son Kyle, a mechanical 

engineer, said to me one day: ‘You know there is an easier way.’ 

He introduced me to the 3D modeling process. We bought the 

software, a 3D printer, and began to create our first production-

ready prototypes.”

  The resulting umbrellas could fit in a table or be freestanding 

with a rolling base that enables them to be moved with the sun. 

The compact nature and simplicity with which the shades open 

and close relieves the necessity to open the umbrella to use the 

table. On dry evenings the umbrellas can be left folded without 

obstructing conversation, their natural, organic appearance 

suggesting a flower bud about to open. “If a light rain falls,” says 

Jennifer, “just pull a cord and you can leave the cushions out and 

the table laid.”

  To test the prototypes, Jennifer enlisted the help of Backyard 

Genius, the team behind the Brainstormers TV show. A bespoke 

device was fashioned by the resourceful team, involving a pickup 

truck and a country road. On the ARTiculatedshade website, an 

open umbrella can be seen cruising comfortably at 40 mph.

  Prototyping and testing complete, it was time for Megan to 

set the team’s sight on production and sales. Now available for 

purchase, the shades are designed for durability and are hand-

assembled with UV-resistant Sunbrella fabric and easily 

replaceable parts. All have a two-part aluminum pole for easy 

dismantling, and a convenient ring at the top for hanging storage.

  “I wouldn’t be doing any of this if it were not for my children,” 

says Jennifer. “Megan tells me when to stop tinkering and start 

building, and without her business acumen and Kyle’s scientific 

expertise, there would be no ARTiculatedshade company.”

www.articulatedshade.com


